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A Picture is worth 
a Thousand Words.
VISUAL COMPONENTS – the 3D Product Suite



Robot Simulation, Material Flow and Plant Design 
all on one Platform – the 3D Product Suite from 
Visual Components

DUALIS . Product offer I VISUAL COMPONENTS

System Requirements:

Client-Hardware
3DRealize: 1 GB RAM
3DCreate/3DSimulate: Minimum 2 GB RAM
(4 GB RAM recommended for best performance)

For all three products a good to high-end OpenGL  
compatible graphics card is required and a 1280x1024  
monitor, however Full HD resolution is preferable

Client-Software
Windows Operating system, Windows XP SP3 or later. 
The installation requires Administrator rights and an inter-
net connection is recommended for ease of installation

How does the 3D Product Suite benefit you? 

Professional sales and marketing support

 Customized equipment and line layouts based on pre-built 

 component libraries

 Rapid response to customer layout proposal requests offers a real  

 competitive advantage

 Effective simulation based concept verification and validation

 Reduced risk of planning errors during the early design phases

 Fast generation of high quality 3D based sales and marketing 

 materials (images for brochures, trade show movies, etc.)

  Reduced design and decision-making processes through interactive  

 and visual concept representation (“all parties speaking the same  

 language“)

Competitive advantage from “Digital Factory“ design  

and development

 Take advantage of “Virtual commissioning“ to highlight areas of risk  

 and help reduce engineering costs

 3D simulation model based concept design and control logic 

 validation shortens the test and commissioning phases and reduces  

 the cost of implementation

 Comprehensive process analysis and evaluation through 

 simulation technology 

 Comparison and feasibility studies between different scenarios and

  configurations

 Automated process optimization with proprietary DUALIS-ISSOP 

 optimizer system

 Standardized database and component library optimized to support  

 workflow in the design and engineering process

and in addition …

 The simple user interface is very intuitive and easy to learn,  

 supporting all non-programmers

 Faster return on investment from a competitive price/performance

 ratio combined with opportunities for multiple re-use in other busi- 

 ness areas and software applications

Introduction – 3D Simulation and  
Visualization made easy! 
Whether it is schematic plant layouts or detailed  

production lines, the innovative technology in Visual 

Components 3D product suite has fast and effective tools 

to model and simulate a layout. Layouts can be genera-

ted from libraries of existing components or from newly  

created custom components built for a specific purpose. 

The resulting 3D visualization and simulation supports 

early planning stages in the design and sales process, 

as well as many other areas.  Statistical analysis tools 

can evaluate the plant performance, throughput rates,  

resource utilization and bottlenecks in the planned  

system. The virtual facility can run in parallel with the re-

al facility or enhance other applications with impressive 

3D views, and fly-through capabilities. 

Individual products from the 3DCreate, 3DRealize/R, 

3DAutomate and 3DSimulate range can be selected to  

give the most cost effective application for a customer’s 

initial needs and expanded later as requirements grow. 

DUALIS IT Solutions is the Dresden based autho-

rized reseller providing full customer service, including  

training and support, build-up of custom component  

libraries and innovative customization services for unique 

product suite applications. 

All products can be downloaded for testing purposes, free from 

our website www.dualis-it.de or by sending a request directly to: 

dualis@dualis-it.de.



3DCreate is the development environment 

used to create customized equipment 

components and applications. 

Direct interfaces and Add-ons are avail-

able to import CAD geometry for accurate 

and detailed representation of the machi-

nery and equipment. 

Pre-made components and geometry 

modeling tools are also available to cre-

ate new components to support customer 

layouts. A component model is defined by 

associating parameters to 3D part geo-

metry, adding simulation properties and 

logic, and then defining interfaces so that 

equipment models will work together. 

Pre-built functions and parameters are 

available through the 3DCreate menu sys-

tem. In situations where special behav-

iour is required, Python scripting gives un- 

restricted freedom to create new func-

tions and interfaces. 

When completed, the component library 

supports the design and sales process by 

cost effectively visualizing, analysing and 

optimizing material flows either in indivi-

dual workcells, robotic assembly lines or 

entire production systems.

3DRealize and 3DRealizeR are used to 

visualize, analyse and optimize material 

flows in individual workcells, robotic as-

sembly lines or entire production systems 

based on an existing Component library. 

The main task is to assemble the compo-

nents into a layout and set customer spe-

cific parameters to achieve a realistically 

behaving model. 

The intuitive snap-together functional-

ity between equipment components fa-

cilitates speedy 3D layout development so 

that feasibility checks can be made within 

a very short time. 

The professional looking customer  

specific layouts can be used as a 3D  

proposal to support sales and can be  

easily integrated into presentations 

or marketing materials. Little effort is  

required to view statistics and analyse 

the proposal, create high-quality images, 

a 3D PDF or a bill-of-materials from the  

selected layout configuration. 

The resulting model file is compact and 

can be sent as a mail attachment.

3DSimulate offers layout designers a 

multi-purpose simulation and visuali-

zation tool with in-built reports and an  

interface for communicating with exter-

nal systems. A COM and Python API are  

available to create a customized 3D 

application that features the easy-

functions for layout design, statisti-

cal analysis and reporting tools as  

available in the 3D product suite.  

Creating new components is not however 

possible.
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Integration

The user also benefits from high  

levels of flexibility with the software. 

In addition to integration with in-

house applications, the technology 

can also be integrated into higher 

level systems such as a production 

control system. The component li-

braries are re-used in different areas 

and applications, making the simula-

tion toolkit even more cost effective. 

Graphical layout configuration High-bay warehouse storage 
system

Paint-line with Kuka robots System simulation and analysis

Automation assembly Cell Automated packaging line Assembly line in a factory layout Automatic pick and place line
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Dualis GmbH IT Solution specializes in the development 

of simulation and planning software. The Dresden ba-

sed company was founded in 1990 with the goal to deliver 

services and innovative solutions to the benefit of compa-

nies in the manufacturing sector. The company’s steady 

DUALIS GmbH IT Solution –
a member of the DUALIS Group

growth is based on more than 20 years of application development, 

service refinement, based on industrial partnerships with well-known 

large and medium-sized German enterprises, all of which contribute 

to today‘s success and widespread use of the product range. 

Products such as GANTTPLAN and the Optimization tool ISSOP 

are used for detailed planning and optimization of manufacturing  

processes. The simulation tools SPEEDSIM and Visual Components  

deliver 2D and 3D planning and optimization of production and  

logistics facilities. The users profit in many ways from these tools. 

Using software to plan production based on customer orders 

helps companyies achieve more on-time deliveries and optimize  

material inventory stocks. A plant design process that is well  

supported by simulation technology will save money and time 

throughout the system’s lifecycle; increase engineering confidence; 

reduce costs for ongoing plant operations; and is a very compelling 

sales tool.

 Audi AG

 DaimlerChrysler AG

 Volkswagen AG

 Shell Deutschland Oil GmbH

 Schenker Deutschland AG

 ZF Lemförder Fahrwerktechnik GmbH & Co.

 Miele&Cie. KG

 Papierfabrik Louisenthal GmbH

 Zeppelin Reimelt GmbH

 Wächter Packautomatik GmbH & Co. KG

 Trapo AG

 Robert Bosch GmbH

 AVIS Autovermietung GmbH & Co. KG

 Beckman Coulter

 Infineon Technologies AG

 Fill Gesellschaft m. b. H.

 Dachser GmbH & Co. KG

 Denipro AG

 Dieffenbacher Maschinenfabrik GmbH

 Rippert Anlagentechnik

 Faurecia Autositze GmbH

 SAS Autosystemtechnik

 Continental Automotive GmbH

 Bosch Mahle Turbo Systeme

 Köhl AG

 Sandoz GmbH

 Evonik Degussa GmbH

For a list of current DUALIS partners, more product information, 

case studies and customer references, please visit our website:  

www.dualis-it.de.

A partial reference list of prominent companies in the manufacturing and process industries:


